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Pr esident ’ s Column
William R. Finley, #2167
Lafayette, Louisiana
Greetings from Cajun Country! As we
start a new term, I want to personally
thank SIPES board members who volunteer their time and efforts to serve the
membership.
Without such self sacrifice, organizations
like SIPES would have little impact.
Having served on the board during the
past several years, I have learned much
about the meaning of our group. First and
foremost it has to do with integrity and
ethics in business
and life. But it is also
about fellowship and
friendship and trust
between professionals in a unique organization dedicated to
fair dealing in an
unfair world, in an
industry that is vital
William R. Finley
to the well-being of
our country, our
community, and our family’s way of living.
I encourage each of you to take advantage
of this relationship not only in business
dealings, but on a personal and social level
as well.
I find myself in the (enviable?) position of
leading this group during a period of
uncertainty unparalleled in most of our
memories. The politics of the day have
changed almost as rapidly as the price of
oil. Which in essence defines the problem.
It seems the only possible politics is legislation du jour. Whatever is in the headlines is
what gets the most attention on the Hill
(after all, they think it means votes back home).

(Continued on Page 22)

Update on the
Marcellus Play,
Appalachian Basin, USA
by Arthur J. Pyron, #1571
Pottstown, Pennsylvania
Note: This article is from an At-Large SIPES
Member, and is the first in a new series
submitted by SIPES Members and Chapters.

Introduction
The Marcellus play of the Appalachian
Basin has seemingly exploded into the
investment community over the last several years. Having been touted by some as
the new Barnett, the Marcellus play quickly became the darling of brokers and promoters. Several large independents, as
well as regular basin companies, quickly
acquired acreage in the Marcellus, hoping
to turn a quick profit by trading leases.
This resulted in lease prices rising from
$2.00 to $25.00 an acre up to a record of
$3,000 an acre plus; this change occurred
because most lease buyers were using
other people’s money (OPM) and used
$14.00/mcf wellhead prices to justify this
cost expenditure. Several positive technical reports that made their way into the
popular press and reported successes in
(Continued on Page 17)
SIPES
Membership
Director y CDs
have been
mailed to
members.
Spiral-bound
copies are available for
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Send your corrections or
changes to the SIPES Office.

National & Environmental Information
The following reports on national and environmental issues
will be presented to the SIPES Board of Directors on September
17, 2009. Vice President of National Energy Kenneth J. Huffman,
authored the Natural Resource Report. J. R. Cleveland submitted
the Environmental Committee Report. The views and opinions
expressed are those of the authors. Some of the information presented is in the public domain and is available from a variety of
sources; other references were selected by the authors, and are
noted on their reports.

 NATIONAL ENERGY
A petroleum geologist takes a great deal of compiled
information, both remotely and directly, sampled from an
area and formulates a historical reconstruction in a particular geographic area. This leads to a hypothesis of what
future drilling results can anticipate encountering. The
testing of the hypothesis is subject to the estimated potential product placed in the area to be drilled. The magnitude
of success or failure both geologically and economically is
not determined until the drilling results are known and
analyzed.
My background is that of a petroleum geologist and
explorationist. I now undertake the task of an analyst to
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report to you, in what I hope is an informative manner,
some of the factors influencing the oil and gas industry.
My perspective of the business in which we are engaged
is not simply a linear push and pull between supply and
demand. I envision it as an immense table, sitting on a single fulcrum, that wants to be in balance and equilibrium.
This table has supply on one end and demand on the
other, but there are items on the table that are in constant
motion. Some of the items include pricing, rig count,
OPEC production deliverability, political agendas and conflicts, currency and economic trends. The dynamics of the
system is that any movement by one item sets in motion a
response from the others.
Numerous entities try to influence the different items,
usually for their own benefit, whether it is pricing by the
sellers or buyers, or volume if politics and supply are the
issues. The problem is no one knows the position of the
underlying fulcrum of the table and the results of its movement for a desired effect are impossible to predict.
The background for this article began with my review of
the articles in the SIPES Quarterly by my predecessors over
the past three years. The international issues that impacted the supply, pricing, and economy reported in the past
articles, which include topics on the unrest in the Middle
East, demand from China and India, the world economy,
and consumption in the USA are still influencing the
debates on what is driving our current pricing.
Mike Austin was reporting oil prices of $70 per barrel in
the middle of 2006. This was similar to what Jack
Naumann saw in August of 2007. The spike in pricing
observed by Bill Finley in July of 2008 was the peak of the
32-week run of over $100 per barrel oil that ended in
September of 2008. Just twelve weeks latter the price was
in the low $30 range due to the global economic collapse.
The global recession is still running its course through
the financial structures of the world. Tight credit and high
insurance rates are a true sign of the times. The little bit of
encouragement is Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
although still falling, is doing so at a slower rate than in
previous quarters. The GDP declined 2.7 percent over the
year ending in March 2009. That is the worst annual
decline since the comparable statistics began in March of
1991. The real GDP decreased by an annual rate of 5.57
percent in the first quarter of 2009 compared to a decrease
of 6.3 percent in the fourth quarter of 2008. Household
consumption, the biggest component in expenditures,
shrank by 1.4 percent, again the steepest decline since
1991. This was driven by a 2.5 percent decline in spending
on durable goods. If this is a sign for optimism about a
recovery in the economy, I am not sure what bad news
would look like.

(Continued)
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National, State & Environmental Information Continued
 NATURAL GAS
The
Independent
Petroleum
Association of America reported the
consumption of natural gas in 2008
was 23.215 TCF, a 0.7 percent increase
from the 23.047 TCF in 2007. During
the first quarter of 2009 the domestic
consumption was 7.093 TCF compared with the 7.473 TCF in 2008 and
7.158 TCF in 2007. Average well head
pricing rose from $6.37 per MCF in
2007 to $8.07 per MCF in 2008. As of
July 27, 2009 the Henry Hub price was
at $3.60 per MCF. The Energy information Administration (EIA) projects
natural gas to average $4.13 per MCF
in 2009 and increase to $5.49 per MCF
in 2010.
Gas storage as of the week ending
July 17, 2009 was 2,952 TCF. This
amount of storage is 18.4 percent
above the five-year average and suggests capacity in some areas may be at
record levels before the withdrawal
season begins in the latter part of
October. This above average supply is
converging with an 8 percent decline
in industrial consumption. The EIA
outlook is a flat pricing through 2009
with a sub $6.00 per MCF estimated
through 2010 without significant economic and industrial recoveries to
increase the demand.
The Potential Gas Committee (PGC),
a group of industry, government, and
academic volunteers released their
estimate of natural gas reserves on
June 22, 2009 through the Colorado
School of Mines. They revised their
2006 estimate upward by 39 percent.
The Committee’s year-end estimate
of 1,836 TCF consists of 1,673 TCF
attributable to traditional reservoirs
and 163 TCF to coalbed reservoirs.
This is a 516 TCF increase in traditional resources and a 3 TCF decrease in
coalbed resources resulting in a 515
TCF (39%) increase.
When PGC’s results are combined
with the U.S. Department of Energy’s
2007 determinations of natural gas
reserves of 238 TCF, it suggests an estimated supply of 2074 TCF, which is an
increase of 542 TCF over the previous
evaluation.

The PGC’s new release states:
“Overall the Gulf Coast, including
the Gulf of Mexico continental shelf,
slope and deep water, remains the
country’s richest resource area, followed by the Rocky mountain,
Atlantic and Mid-Continent regions,
which together account for 87 percent of the assessed traditional
resource”
“The largest volumetric and percentage increase resulted from
reassessments of active and newly
developed shale-gas plays in the
Appalachian basin of the Atlantic
area, the Arkoma and Fort Worth
basins of the Mid-Continent area,
several basins of the Gulf Coast
area, and the Uinta basin of the
Rocky mountain area”
“The growing importance of
shale-gas is substantiated by the fact
that of the 1,836 TCF of total potential resources, shale-gas accounts for
616 TCF (33%).”

This amount of reserve could meet
the current U.S. demand for the next
100 years.
One would think the government
would applaud an industry that has
been so successful in developing a
domestic energy supply critical to our
economy. Instead, U.S. Representatives DeGette (CO), Hinchey (NY),
and Polis (CO) have drafted a bill to
place hydraulic fracturing, a key technological component to the recovery
of this natural gas reserve, under the
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) and
the control of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). The SDWA
intentionally excluded the process as
it was never intended to control the
process. Individual state agencies
have flawlessly been the stewards for
the last fifty years of this highly regulated procedure. This bill has the
potential to ignore a tried and true
(Continued)

Details of the Potential Gas Committee's Natural Gas
Resource Assessment (as of December 31, 2008)
Table 1.
Resources Category

(Mean Values, Tcf)
2008
2006

Traditional Gas Resources:
Probable resources (current fields)............441.4
Possible resources (new fields)...................736.9
Speculative resources (frontier).................500.7
Subtotal Traditional Resources*..........1,673.4
Coalbed Natural Gas:
Probable resources......................................14.2
Possible resources.......................................49.8
Speculative resources................................98.9
Subtotal Coalbed Gas Resources*......163.0
Total Potential Resources................1,836.4
Proved reserves (DOE/EIA).........................237.7**
U.S. Future Supply..........................2,074.1

Change
Tcf (%)

270.1
426.4
460.7
1,154.8 +518.6 (44.9%)
15.5
50.9
98.9
166.1

-3.1 (1.9%)

1,320.9 +515.5 (39.0%)
211.1
1,532.0 +542.1 (35.4%)

* Mean values for Probable, Possible and Speculative resources are
not arithmetically additive in deriving the subtotal. Subtotal mean values are
additive in deriving Total Potential Resources.
** Latest available figure is for year-end 2007.
Note: Totals are subject to rounding and differences due to statistical
aggregation of distributions.
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National, State & Environmental Information Continued
process that is critical to not only
shale-gas but many other formations
requiring fracture stimulation of some
type.
I can only have sympathy for the
operators who have spent millions
assembling lease blocks in these
resource trends to have to see a potential road block of this magnitude ( as if
the current pricing was not enough).
The EPA at this time does not have a
permitting group or a plan to implement one. If this bill passes, how
many years would it take to develop a
permit procedure and how many
thousands of jobs are lost waiting for
the EPA to implement one. This
unnecessary waste due to bureaucratic meddling in a field the states have
overseen for over fifty years appears is
not based on fact or need and is nothing more than a regulatory power
play.

 CRUDE OIL
The market volatility was in action
as seen by the pricing changes form
$96 at the end of 2007 to the peak in
July of 2008 at $147 down to $30 at the
end of December of 2008. The WTI
spot price (Cushing, OK) broke above
the $60 per barrel level on May 20,
2009 returning to a level it had passed

through on its decline on November
11, 2008. Since that time it has stayed
mostly in the plus $65 to $73 trading
range. Hints and expectations of an
economic recovery and increased consumption are supporting the current
price. A weak dollar is blamed for
higher pricing by some as they see
financial speculators and hedge fund
managers driving the price of oil in
the opposite direction of the dollar
thus overshadowing demand and
supply fundamentals. The weak dollar may be a sign of economic recovery in Asia.
Continuing the decline of 2008 oil
consumption in countries that are
members of the Organization of
Economic Cooperation and Development (OEDC) fell by 2.4 million barrels per day in the first quarter of 2009.
World consumption fell by 1.9 million
barrels per day in 2009 but is expected
to grow by 0.7 million barrels per day
in 2010 based on the EIA forecasts.
The non-OPEC supply fell by
270,000 barrels per day in 2008 but is
projected to rise by 400,000 barrels per
day in 2009 and 2010. OPEC production is anticipated to average 28.7 million barrels per day in the first quarter
of 2009 and is expected to remain near
this level in the second quarter.

Domestic consumption of liquid
fuels and products are expected to
decline 2.9 percent in 2009. This
decline is driven by the economic
downturn and is not expected to turn
around until the anticipated 2010
recovery. Domestic production was
down in 2008 but is estimated to
increase from last year’s 4.96 million
barrels to 5.27 million barrels in 2009.
All eyes are focused on the industrial sector which is waiting on the economy and the GDP to send positive signals that consumption is underway
and some additional demand is needed above the current inventories.

 ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
Hydraulic Fracturing
In June, U.S. Representatives Diana
DeGette (D-CO) and Maurice
Henchey (D-NY) introduced legislation to amend the Federal Safe
Drinking Water Act to remove the
exemption for hydraulic fracturing.
This legislation would allow the EPA
to claim regulatory jurisdiction over
hydraulic fracturing, a commonly
used well stimulation technology
used in 90% of the wells completed in
the United States.
Protecting underground sources of
drinking water is the reported purpose of the legislation. Although the
technique has been in use for sixty
years, there has never been a documented case of drinking water contamination tied to hydraulic fracturing.
The result of this legislation would
be to give the EPA the sole authority
to determine where, when, how, and
under what conditions fracturing will
be allowed to take place, or to prohibit fracturing altogether.
The process of filing permits for
fracturing would add substantially to
the cost of drilling and completing a
well. The permitting process would
likely be subject to a time consuming
and costly process of litigation and
appeals.
Changing the rules controlling
hydraulic fracturing would potentially cripple the domestic oil and gas
industry. Fewer wells would be
(Continued)
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National, State & Environmental Information Continued
drilled, resulting in fewer jobs. State
and federal severance and income
taxes would be lost, and dependence
on foreign oil would increase.
Capitol Power Plant
At the start of this year there was
only one coal burning facility in the
District of Columbia, the 99-year-old
Capitol Power Plant. This plant provides steam for heat and hot water in
congressional
buildings.
House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) and
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid
(D-NV) want to end that distinction.
They stated that switching to natural
gas as the sole fuel source used at the
plant was part of their efforts to
reduce the carbon pollution impact of
congress.

Architect of the Capitol, Stephen
Ayers, cautioned that coal might still
have to be used as a backup during
abnormally cold weather, because the
heating needs would exceed the
capacity of the natural gas pipelines.
Ending the use of coal at the power
plant has met some resistance from
coal-state lawmakers.
California Unions
For years, union groups in
California have been accused of
exploiting environmental laws to
force companies building fossil-fuel
power plants into signing agreements
to use only union labor. It appears the
groups are now applying this
approach to new-age renewable energy projects, especially solar power

plants. If companies refuse to sign
agreements to use union labor, they
can count on the union groups to
demand costly environmental studies
and to deliver hostile testimony at
public hearings. If they commit at the
outset to use union labor, the environmental objections never materialize.
Union leaders acknowledge that
they make aggressive use of environmental laws. They insist, however, it is
out of a genuine concern for
California, not just a negotiating tactic. Skeptics fear that union control of
renewable energy projects will saddle
the industry with high costs and
undermine its competitiveness.


If You Want More Information . . .
You may want to see the following websites for additional information on legislation
being introduced in Washington that impacts the petroleum industry:
The Energy in Depth group
was formed to fight harmful,
new federal environmental
regulations. This group has
been very active in the
hydraulic fracturing debate.
It is supported by a coalition
that includes IPAA, several
state independent petroleum
associations, and many small
and independent energy producers. The group's website
not only provides information on energy news stories
that are being printed in various newspapers, but also
contains detailed information
on shale gas development in
the United States. Energy in
Depth
(www.energyindepth.org) also includes energy statistics by state, facts
about the hydraulic fracturing process, and information

on the financial impact of
proposed industry regulations and legislation. The
group recently hosted an
education exhibition at the
2009 National Conference of
State Legislatures (NCSL) at a
legislative summit in Philadelphia.
IPAA's website, www.ipaa.org, outlines the Independent Petroleum Association
of America's efforts to address
important industry issues.
The group also provides witnesses to present testimony
to congressional committees
and federal agencies on various national energy issues.
They regularly submit comments on proposed regulations. You can see this information online, along with
numerous industry fact
sheets, information on IPAA
positions, as well as a weekly
Washington report. SIPES is a
Cooperating Association with
IPAA.

The American Energy
Alliance website, www.americanenergyalliance.org,
is
another industry news site
that "engages in grassroots
public policy advocacy and
debate concerning energy
and environmental policies."
The group, founded in May
2008, is interested in energyrelated legislation at both the
federal and state levels. They
want to educate and mobilize
citizens in understanding,
promoting and helping to
solve America's most pressing
energy and environmental
policy problems. Their "In the
Pipeline" email lists current
petroleum prices, and highlights a variety of news stories about energy topics. AEA
is an independent affiliate of
the Institute for Energy
Research whichs conducts
intensive research and analysis on the functions, operations and government regulation of global energy markets.
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2009-2010 SIPES CORNERSTONE GROUP
Many thanks to the members listed below
for their continuing support of our society


Pr o m o t e r – $ 2 5 0 0



Oil Finder – $1000

H. Jack Naumann, Jr. — Midland, TX
Wilbur C. Bradley — Wichita, KS
William C. Burkett — Midland, TX
Stewart Chuber — Schulenburg, TX
Arlen L. Edgar — Midland, TX
Scott G. Heape — Addison, TX
Marcus D. Maddox — Midland, TX
J. Phil Martin — Houston, TX
Michael A. Pollok — Purcell, OK
John E. Scherer — Midland, TX
Paul M. Strunk — Corpus Christi, TX


Driller – $600

Michael N. Austin — Broomfield, CO
William D. Bennett — San Antonio, TX
Donald C. Gifford — Dallas, TX
Patrick J.F. Gratton — Dallas, TX
Frank W. Harrison, Jr. — Lafayette, LA
Donald R. Hembre — Littleton, CO
Owen R. Hopkins — Corpus Christi, TX
Kenneth J. Huffman — Metairie, LA
Ralph O. Kehle — Durango, CO
Harry Ptasynski — Casper, WY
Stephen D. Reynolds — Denver, CO
A. Scott Ritchie — Wichita, KS
Eugene R. Sidwell — Amarillo, TX
Gene Van Dyke — Houston, TX
Clifford A. Walker — Dallas, TX


Pr o s p e c t o r – $ 3 0 0

Craig F. Anderson — Houston, TX
Robert W. Anderson — Houston, TX
Thornton E. Anderson — Wichita, KS
James K. Applegate — Castle Rock, CO
James B. Bennett — Houston, TX
Arthur E. Berman — Sugar Land, TX
Raymond N. Blackhall — Spring, TX
Paul W. Britt — Houston, TX
Johnnie B. Brown — Midland, TX
Brian S. Calhoun — Corpus Christi, TX
Alfred T. Carleton, Jr. — Midland, TX
James S. Classen — Boise, ID

Rex D. Coppedge — Fairview, TX
Michael G. Cruson — Golden, CO
Ralph J. Daigle — Houston, TX
Edward K. David — Roswell, NM
William R. Dixon — Midland, TX
C. Walter Dobie — Lafayette, LA
Douglas A. Draves — San Antonio, TX
Duncan D. Dubroff — Houston, TX
Ralph C. Duchin — Tucson, AZ
James P. Evans III — Franklin, LA
David A. Eyler — Midland, TX
Robert B. Ferguson — Lake Forest, CA
William R. Finley — Lafayette, LA
Dennis M. Gleason — Arlington, TX
William T. Goff III — Littleton, CO
David G. Griffin — Midland, TX
James H. Henderson — Dallas, TX
Albert R. Hensley — Rockwall, TX
Dudley J. Hughes — Flowood, MS
George S. Johnson — Amarillo, TX
Larry L. Jones — Houston, TX
Scott Laurent — Houston, TX
Robert C. Leibrock — Midland, TX
Peter MacKenzie — Worthington, OH
Christophe G. Mazzini — Dallas, TX
Marvin A. Munchrath — Lafayette, LA
Robert B. Owen — Corpus Christi, TX
Gary W. Palmer — San Antonio, TX
Arthur J. Pansze, Jr. — Arvada, CO
H. Rudy Parkison — Dallas, TX
Lloyd K. Parrish, Jr. — Wichita, KS
Hugh C. Pendery — Dallas, TX
Lee M. Petersen — Weatherford, TX
Edward B. Picou, Jr.— New Orleans, LA
John M. Rakowski — Florissant, CO
Julius M. Ridgway — Jackson, MS
James D. Robertson — Fort Worth, TX
Deborah K. Sacrey — Houston, TX
C. Randall Schott — Houston, TX
Jonathan B. Selby — Austin, TX
D. Craig Smith — Midland, TX
Daniel L. Smith — Houston, TX
Thomas J. Smith — Oklahoma City, OK
William M. Smith — Oklahoma City, OK

John F. Sulik — Corpus Christi, TX

C.G. Tyner — Houston, TX
M. Robin Vasicek — Midland, TX
G. Clint Wainwright — Houston, TX
Scott A. Wainwright — Metairie, LA
H. Vaughan Watkins, Jr. — Madison, MS
W. David Willig — Houston, TX


Investor – $100

Donald I. Andrews — Metairie, LA
Michael P. Arden — Navasota, TX
Norman K. Barker — Midland, TX
Teresa H. Becker — Houston, TX
Raul F. Brito — Wichita, KS
Garnet W. Brock — Midland, TX
Wallace E. Brunson — Houston, TX
Robert D. Dougherty — Great Bend, KS
Marlan W. Downey — Dallas, TX
Gene Durkee — Fort Worth, TX
Michael N. Fein — Metairie, LA
Paul R. Fenemore — Irving, TX
Cliff J. Fontenot — Brenham, TX
John C. Goss — Houston, TX
Peter G. Gray — Lafayette, LA
Mark Gregg — Houston, TX
William R. Guffey — Dallas, TX
W. Kenneth Hall — Fort Worth, TX
Harold W. Hanke — Oklahoma City, OK
Marc H. Helsinger — Sugar Land, TX
Nolan Hirsch — Midland, TX
W. Ralph Holloway — Dallas, TX
J.D. Hughes — Austin, TX
Michael S. Johnson — Denver, CO
George R. Jones — Wichita, KS
William M. Kazmann — Richardson, TX
Thomas C. Klekamp — Mandeville, LA
William E. Laroche — Dallas, TX
Jack P. Martin — Lafayette, LA
Robert W. Maxwell, Jr. — Corpus Christi, TX
Louis J. Mazzullo — Golden, CO
Michael F. McKenzie — Lafayette, LA
Eric L. Michaelson — Midland, TX
Craig E. Moore — Houston, TX
Robert G. Murphy — Santa Rosa Beach, FL
(Continued)
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Cornerstone Group Continued
James F. O’Connell — Amarillo, TX
Carl M. Padgett — Houston, TX
M. Davis Payne — Midland, TX
Sam H. Peppiatt — Houston, TX
Ronald W. Pritchett — Centennial, CO
John W. Raine III — Lafayette, LA
Steven R. Russell — Amarillo, TX
Wayland C. Savre — Houston, TX
Charles D. Schmidt — Valley Center, KS
John T. Schulz, Jr. — Portland, TX
Delmer L. Sloan — Midland, TX
William M. Smith — Houston, TX
Stephen A. Sonnenberg — Golden, CO
Marion E. Spitler — Carrollton, TX
M. R. Stipp — Midland, TX
James P. Talbot — Argyle, TX
Richard W. Thompson, Jr. — Plano, TX
James P. Walker — Oklahoma City, OK
William A. Walker — Austin, TX
Roy C. Walther — New Orleans, LA
William G. Watson — Midland, TX
I. Wayne Woolsey — Wichita, KS
John C. Worley — Rockport, TX

John C. Grunau — Shreveport, LA
Paul E. Habermas — Houston, TX
Orville R. Berg — Shreveport, LA
Stephen F. Hennigan — Lafayette, LA
Cary N. Billingsley — Midland, TX
Dick S. Horton — Edmond, OK
Richard C. Blackwell — Midland, TX
Charles R. Jones — Midland, TX
Foy W. Boyd, Jr. — Midland, TX
Thomas M. Kirby — FPO, AE
E. Bernard Brauer — Corpus Christi, TX
Steven R. Lockwood — Austin, TX
Herbert L. Brewer — Dallas, TX
Jeffrey W. Lund — Houston, TX
David G. Campbell — Oklahoma City, OK
William J. Malin — New Orleans, LA
Gene A. Carter — Corpus Christi, TX
Roger L. Martin — Wichita, KS
Hardtner L. Coon — Houston, TX
Wayne D. Miller — Midland, TX
William L. Craig — Lafayette, LA
W. George Nancarrow — Dallas, TX
Kent A. Deutsch — Wichita, KS
Robert M. Owens — Houston, TX
Jacob D. Eisel — Boulder, CO
Wes B. Perry, Jr. — Midland, TX
Toby Elster — Wichita, KS
W. Mark Rush — Houston, TX
Bruce W. Fields — Corpus Christi, TX
Roy G. Sharrock — Dallas, TX
Leonard S. Fowler — Richardson, TX
Martin R. Shumway — Worthington, OH
William J. Furlong — New Orleans, LA
Jeffry A. Smith — Midland, TX
Clement E. George — Midland, TX
Steven R. Trudeau — Dallas, TX
Eduardo Gonzales — Carrollton, TX

William F. Grauten — Midland, TX
David N. Grimes — Midland, TX
David R. Grogan — Woodbine, MD


Scout – $50
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Chapter News
NEW ORLEANS

The guest speaker at our April luncheon was Steve Rosenberg with
Weatherford whose presentation on
“Drilling with Casing – Overcoming
Wellbore Stability Issues” provided
the SIPES membership with a comprehensive review of this engineering
technology available to the industry
through its design and implementation during the drilling of a wellbore.
Drilling-with- casing utilizes the casing string as the drilling string instead
of the drill pipe. Thus, it has shown to
be a proven method for mitigating
drilling hazards in addition to reducing well construction costs and
improving drilling efficiency. Mr.
Rosenberg cited many case studies
demonstrating the worldwide application of the drilling-with-casing tech-

nology. As many in the audience were
unfamiliar with this technology, the
presentation was instructive and
informative. Due to multiple requests,
the slides from Mr. Rosenberg’s talk
were distributed electronically to the
Chapter members. At the April meeting, the current board members were
unanimously approved by affirmation
from the luncheon attendees for
another year of dedicated service to
the Chapter in their same capacities.
At our May dinner meeting, in
which spouses were invited, our
speaker was Mike Sandras, who is a
local astronomer. His talk entitled “Are
We Alone? – The History of UFOs”
was entertaining to the mixed audience. Mr. Sandras has an avid interest
in many aspects of astronomy. His
interest in UFOs was an outgrowth of

his numerous astronomical experiences. Prior to the presentation, our
chapter chairman, Louis Lemarie’,
introduced Benjamin J. Waring, who
is the acting chairman of the Gulf
States Petroleum Exhibition and
Conference. Mr. Waring presented the
Chapter with a gift in recognition of
the Chapter ’s support of the Gulf
Coast Energy Marketplace prospect
expositions that were held in New
Orleans in the past. Chairman
Lemarie’ also distributed awards of
appreciation to the current Chapter
board members and committee chairpersons.
The New Orleans Chapter is now in
recess until our next luncheon meeting scheduled for September 2009.
Al Baker
2008-2009 Secretary


AUSTIN

The following is a summary of
Austin Chapter programs during
2009:
In January, Arthur E. Berman,
#3032,
director
of
Labyrinth
Consulting Services, Inc. in Sugar
Land, Texas was our speaker. He presented a thought-provoking talk on
“Shale Plays, Risk Analysis and Other
Perils of Conventional Thinking.” He
is the current vice president of the
Houston Geological Society, and a
contributing editor with World Oil
magazine.
Peter Trabant of Austin, Texas presented “Climate Change - Record,
Causes & Future” in February. In
March, Chris Chaffin, an explo-

April meeting speaker Fred Wang
of the Bureau of Economic
Geology.

Austin Chapter May meeting attendees (seated l to r) Past Chairman and
National Director Jon Selby, and Chairman Elect Ward Davenport. (Standing l
to r) Past Chairmen Tom Miles and Bill Walker, Chairman Doug Watkins,
Chapter Affiliate Dax McDavid, Past Chairman and Past National Director Don
Haines, guest speaker Jim Bob Moffett, and Treasurer Dwight Cassell.

rationist with Penn Virginia Oil & Gas
LP, discussed “Bayou Postillion:
Phoenix in the Swamp.” This presentation involved revitalizing an old
field in Iberia Parish, Louisiana. In
April, we learned about “Pore
Networks and Fluid Flow in Gas
Shales” from Fred Wang, a research
scientist at the Bureau of Economic
Geology, University of Texas.
Our final meeting of the year, prior
to the summer break, featured very
special guest speaker, James R. “Jim
Bob” Moffett, co-chairman of the

board of McMoRan Exploration
Company, and chairman of the board
of Freeport-McMoRan Copper &
Gold, Inc. He discussed “The
Emerging Prolific Deep Middle/Lower
Miocene Trend on the Shelf, Offshore
Louisiana, Gulf of Mexico.” He also
briefly reviewed aspects of the mining
activities at Freeport-McMoRan’s
Grasberg gold and copper mine in
Indonesia, the world’s largest.
Doug Watkins
2008 Chairman
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Chapter News Continued

DALLAS
The Dallas Chapter’s regular lunch
meeting was held on April 21 at the
Dallas Petroleum Club. Lee Higgins,
#2267, of Lynx Production Company,
Inc. in Dallas, was our speaker and he
presented his topic “Upper Permian
Aeolian Sand ‘Unconventional’ Gas
Play, Permian Basin.” Lynx has been
exploring for gas in the Yates formation of the Upper Permian section as a
primary objective since 2004. Prior to
that time, most Yates production had
been found on structure as a result of
exploration targeting deeper objectives.

April lunch speaker, Lee Higgins (L), with
Vice Chairman Doug Essler.

The Yates is the shallowest producing zone in the Permian Basin, and it
transitions from mostly oil in the
south to gas in the northern part of
the basin. In the northern gas-productive region, Lynx has identified and is
exploring a large area where the Yates’
N2 content is 20% to 35%, permeability is less than 0.01 md and porosity is
about 12%. Lynx bases its economics
on 0.8 Bcf per well EUR on 40-acre
spacing at a cost of $485,000 per well.
Typical N2-rejection plants and associated gathering facilities cost about $20
MM for 15 MMcfd capacity. New
members Tom Sewak and David
Shiels were also introduced at the
April meeting.
Our May 19 lunch meeting was also
held at the Dallas Petroleum Club.
Fred Wang of the Bureau of Economic
Geology at the University of Texas
presented “Pore Networks and Fluid
Flow in Gas Shales,” a discussion of
the formation properties and burial

characteristics which contribute to
good production rates from these
shales. There are four porosity systems occurring in stimulated gas
shales: non-organic matrix, organic
matrix, natural fractures, and
hydraulic fractures. About 40% of the
shale’s pore space resides in the
organic matrix; fracking connects
these pore spaces and results in the
high flow rates seen in some plays.
Each play exhibits its own unique
properties which enhance its economics. The Haynesville shale, for example, is highly porous, with high pressure and temperature; much of the
Barnett’s success can be attributed to
the shale’s brittleness due to its burial
history.
On June 16, Gary Griffith, a Limited
Member from Houston and senior
staff geologist for El Paso Exploration
and Production Company, was the
speaker for our monthly lunch meeting at the Dallas Petroleum Club. Gary
presented “Case History: Minden
Field Redevelopment, Rusk County,
Texas.” Minden Field was discovered
in 1953 and produced primarily from

June luncheon speaker
Gary Griffith.

the Travis Peak and Sligo formations,
with some minor production from the
Rodessa. El Paso purchased the field
from GMT in 2005 and has been targeting the tight Cotton Valley and
Taylor sands, with the Travis Peak as a
secondary objective. El Paso has
drilled 102 wells since acquiring the
field, doubling the production rate
within the first two years. El Paso
expects to recover 1.0 to 1.5 Bcf per
well on 40-acre spacing at a cost of
$1.7 MM per well.
Mike Taylor
Secretary
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Chapter News Continued

DENVER
On April 23, the Denver Chapter of
SIPES continued its 2009 speaker
series at the Wynkoop Brewery with a
presentation from Howard Boigon,
attorney at Hogan and Hartson in
Denver, entitled “New Oil and Gas
Regulations for Colorado: How Will
They Impact Your Operations?”
Howard served as an advocate for the
oil and gas industry during recent
Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission (COGCC) rule-making
sessions. During these sessions, the
COGCC made some fundamental
changes in the state’s regulations.
Until recently, the Commission’s
main focus was to “promote the
responsible
development
of
Colorado’s oil and natural gas
resources.” Howard explained how
recent statutory framework changes
enacted by HB 07-1341 broadened the
role to foster “responsible, balanced”
development of the resources and to
add protection of “environment and
wildlife resources” to the agency’s
mandate. To this end, the COGCC
increased its make-up from seven to
nine representatives, reduced oil and
gas industry representation from five
to three members, and added directors of the Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) and the Colorado
Department of Public Health and
Environment (CDPHE) as members.
An additional statutory change,
enacted in HB 07-1298, requires the
COGCC to administer the Oil and Gas
Commission to “minimize adverse
impacts to wildlife resources affected
by oil and gas operations” by 1)
requiring the Commission to establish
timely consultation with the Wildlife
Commission and the Division of
Wildlife (DOW), 2) require consultation and consent of surface owners
regarding conditions for wildlife habitat protection, and 3) require implementation of “best management practices” to conserve wildlife resources.
Howard also outlined how changes
in the rule-making process, permitting rule changes, operational rule
changes regarding drinking water

April guest speaker Howard Boigon (left)
and Chairman Jim Applegate.

protection, wildlife, waste management, storm-water management, and
odor control will undoubtedly add to
the time and expense of developing
Colorado’s oil and gas reserves in the
future. The common themes of the
recently enacted statutory changes,
justified in the name of “balanced”
development, protecting “other ”
resources and “values,” expanded
public participation, addressing surface owner concerns and more active
agency involvement will certainly
give pause to any company considering taking up new operations in the
state. Details of the recent changes can
be found on the Colorado Oil and Gas
Conservation Commission website at
www.cogcc.state.co.us.
Ira Pasternak from Encana Oil and
Gas (USA) Inc. in Denver presented
the technical talk at our May 28 meeting entitled “Reservoir and Source
Rock Characterization of the Lewis
Shale, Eastern Greater Green River
Basin, Wyoming and Colorado.” Ira
explained that Maestrichtian (uppermost Cretaceous) conventional and
tight-gas sandstone reservoirs within
the Lewis Shale have produced about
900 BCFG and 9 MMBO. Regional
stratigraphic analyses indicate that
Laramide syndepositional tectonics
played a major role in influencing sediment dispersal patterns that impacted the distribution of both reservoir
and source rocks.
Lewis Shale sandstones were
deposited in offshore-marine (turbidite) environments during the final
transgressive-regressive cycle of the
Cretaceous Epeiric Seaway and typi-

cally produce from stratigraphic traps.
Hay Reservoir Field was discussed in
detail because of the availability of a
complete set of modern log and core
data. Production variations at Hay
Reservoir are explained by a model
that suggests early charging preserved reservoir quality in paleostructurally high positions, which differ from the present-day structural
configuration. The model is applicable
to future Lewis Shale field development and exploration programs.
Core-calibrated gamma-ray logs are
used to develop a regional average
TOC map of the most organic-rich
Lewis Shale zone. This interval, informally known as the “Asquith Marker”
in the lower part of the Lewis Shale
contains the highest concentration of
total organic carbon (TOC, 0.7 to 3.3
weight percent). Thermal maturity of
the Asquith Marker (%Ro = 0.5 to
2.3%), is estimated from vitrinite
reflectance analyses of carbonaceous
shales in the Lewis Shale and coals in
associated intervals. Mature organicrich (average TOC = 2.1 weight percent) shales are also found closely
associated with the key productive
sandstone interval at Hay Reservoir
Field.
The June 26 meeting of the Denver
chapter featured Kurt Reisser from
Questar Exploration in Denver presenting a talk entitled, “Petroleum
Geology and Potential of North
Ustyurt Basin, Western Kazakhstan.”
Several of the world’s largest oil and
gas fields, including Kashagan, possibly the largest discovery in the past

Kurt Reisser of Questar Exploration,
guest speaker at the June meeting.

(Continued)
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Chapter News Continued
decade, are located in Western
Kazakhstan. Much of Western
Kazakhstan is still lightly explored,
particularly the North Ustyurt Basin.
Soviet practices, data quality and
availability differ greatly from that of
the West, so many challenges confront
any geoscientist desiring to explore in
the region. Kurt presented a case history of the Oryx Mertvyi Kultuk
Exploration area, detailing its stratigraphy, petroleum geology and exploration potential. Though fraught with
difficulties, Western Kazakhstan holds
great opportunity for further exploration.
In addition to offering our regular
speakers’ schedule, the Denver chapter of SIPES has recognized that the
recent downturn in the job market has
forced many earth scientists to consider new careers as consultants and
independents. While most SIPES
members, by nature, consider independence to be a blessing, many
newly-unemployed earth scientists
may find the transition to independence an intimidating challenge. In an
attempt to ease that transition, the
Denver SIPES chapter offered “A
Consultants
and
Independents
Workshop” on the evening of June 16
at the Wynkoop Brewery in Denver.
After an introduction by Chapter
Chairman Jim Applegate, #2746, Mike
Fauss of Fauss Law Firm, LLC kicked
off the workshop with a discussion of
the legal considerations of being independent and the inherent advantages
or disadvantages of setting up a business under a C Corporation, S

LAFAYETTE
Our April meeting was held at the
Lafayette Petroleum Club. Our guest
speakers were the AAPG Imperial
Barrel Award Team from the
University of Louisiana at Lafayette
(ULL) consisting of Roark Franklund,
2008 SIPES Foundation scholarship
winner, Mark Etienne, Matt Tinley,
Emily Palmer, and Shawn Kushiyama.
The team made their presentation on
“Barents Sea 2D Seismic Data.” The
team, having just returned from

consulting services in order to cover
costs that are generally carried by an
employer. Of course, data sources are
a major concern for someone leaving
the safe cover of a large company. To
that end, Erin Capra from Innovative
Geo-Tech Resources, LLC reviewed

Tommy Thompson (left) and Workshop
speaker Mike Fauss.

Corporation or LLC structure. Judy
Cain from EKS&H continued the discussion by reviewing the tax ramifications of various corporate structures
as well as potential changes in tax law
that could affect all independents and
consultants. Mike Austin, #2366, of
Austin Oil discussed various ways an
independent can go about finding
money, buying leases, finding drilling
partners and structuring drilling
deals. He also gave an excellent example of how one of his own drilling successes was structured and how the
results would have varied under a
cash and override scenario versus
negotiating a working interest or a
back in after payout. Bob Cluff, #1832,
from the Discovery Group reviewed
some of the basic soul-searching questions that a recently laid-off earth scientist should ask themselves before
making a firm commitment to move
forward on an independent career
path. Bob also discussed the different
strategies that a potential consultant
should use to properly price his or her
regional rounds in Houston, shared
their study and findings with our
membership. It is always a pleasure to
see young geoscientists gaining valuable experience while still in the academic setting before venturing out into
the real world. ULL continues to prepare their future graduates in geology
to meet the challenges and competitiveness in the job market upon their
graduation.
Our May meeting consisted of our
24th Annual Sporting Clays Shoot on
the morning of May 13. John

Bob Cluff and Erin Capra, speakers at the
Independent’s Workshop.

the good, bad and the ugly side of free
as well as commercial data sources.
Jim Applegate reviewed computer
hardware and software issues and
options as well as marketing professional services. The workshop
wrapped up with Bill Goff, #2068,
leading a panel discussion of the various topics covered during the workshop. The Denver SIPES chapter
believes this was a useful workshop to
new independents and that similar
events will hopefully be hosted by
other SIPES chapters around the
country.
David Read
Secretary


Duplantis, #2139, was our top shooter, winning the “A” Class. Buddy
Powell, #2004, was the “B” class winner and John O. Harris, #2047, the “C”
Class. Later that evening, we held our
annual steak barbecue and shrimp
boil at the Burden Camp. This event is
designed to bring prospective new
members into our organization. It was
well attended and enjoyed by all.
David Bieber
Secretary
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SIPES Houston Chapter Continuing Education Seminar

“Applications of New Geophysical and Petrophysical Technology for the Independent”
Friday, September 18, 2009  8:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.
Marathon Oil Conference Center, 10th Floor, 5555 San Felipe (at Yorktown)
Registration by August 20:
$155 SIPES Members
Registration after August 20: $180 SIPES Members

$200 Non-Members
$225 Non-Members

Twelve experts from majors, independents, consultants and service companies will present “how-to” talks on
the newest technologies in the oil business. Learn about it on the 18th. Use it to find oil and gas on the 19th.













New Techniques in GOM Exploration — John Sherwood, Anglo-Suisse
Core Analysis of Gas Shales — John Dacy, Core Lab
Geophysical and Petrophysical Integration — Roger Young, eSeis
Pre-stack Depth Migration — Jim Allen, Allen-Hoffman Expl.
Register online at www.sipes.org
Advanced Geophysical Workflows — Steve Tobias, South Bay Resources
until September 10, 2009
Reservoir Properties from Seismic Data — Hans Sheline, VeriNova
High Resolution Seismic Imaging — Norman Neidell, Consultant
Pitfalls of Amateur Petrophysics — Robert Leiber, BP
High Resolution Logging Tools — Rick Richardson, OGEC
Delivering Informed Decision for Shale Gas Investments — Jesse Cryer, Schlumberger
Petrophysical Evaluation of the Haynesville Shale — Dan Buller, Halliburton
Formation Evaluation through Casing — Dale May, Schlumberger
Registration includes a CD of the proceedings, luncheon and refreshments. Attendance can count toward professional
development hours required for licensed Texas Professional Geoscientists. Membership in SIPES is not required.

SIPES Chapter Meeting Information
AUSTIN
Chairman:
V-Chrmn:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

DENVER
Ward Davenport
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Dwight Cassell
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Chapter News Continued

HOUSTON
The fourth SIPES Houston Chapter
luncheon of 2009 was held at the
Petroleum Club on April 16, with Dan
Smith, #1647, as our guest speaker.
Dan has been the Houston SIPES
Chapter’s political affairs committee
chairman for the last fifteen years. His
discussion was titled “Bring in the
Clowns, Wait, They are Already
Here.” It was also presented at the
2009 SIPES Convention and is available from the SIPES Foundation Film
Library.
President Barack Obama and the
111th Congress have placed the
United States energy issues (i.e., climate change) as one of their top areas
of reform. India and China, two of the
largest and most rapidly growing
economies in the world, have already
publicly stated that they will not support any Kyoto-style greenhouse gas
emission commitments that will hinder
their
economic
growth.
Regardless of these stated positions by
our competitors in the world marketplace, the Obama Administration and
the Democratic-controlled U.S. Senate
and House have decided that the U.S.
will lead the way in “saving the planet” by adopting policies that move the
U.S. to their stated desire of energy
independence without petroleum.
Under this mantle the following energy policy changes are being debated
or enacted at this time:
 Overturning the opening of additional federal offshore lands for oil
and gas leasing that were enacted in
the final days of the Bush
Administration
 A proposal to charge an annual
fee for non-producing offshore leases
(use it or lose it)
 The Interior Secretary’s (Ken
Salazar) public comment that he does
not want to see oil shale development
 The repeal of the tax incentives
(intangible drilling costs, depletion,
etc.) that were enacted to encourage
domestic oil and gas production

Past Chairmen present an award to B. K. Buongiorno (right) at the April meeting.
 The expansion of California’s
greenhouse emissions standards to a
national requirement
 A new U.S. carbon-based cap and
trade tax
The proposed U.S. carbon cap and
trade tax is based on Europe’s failed
carbon tax and trade policy that has
led to higher energy prices without a
decrease in carbon emissions. The tax
charged under the proposed U.S. cap
and trade policy will probably be
enacted at the refinery/plant level in
order to mask the tax from the consumer. The tax revenue generated
(estimated to be $2 trillion dollars)
from such a program is expected to
have 25% of the revenue going to support “clean” energy with the remaining 75% going to low income families
to help offset the resultant higher
energy costs. It is estimated that the
proposed U.S. carbon tax and trade
policy will raise each family’s energy
cost by $3,100 per year.

Mike Jones and Corey Melke at the May
lunch meeting.

The United States Congress will
decide if any of the Obama
Administration’s proposed energy
policy changes are enacted. Dan said,
“Your active involvement in the political process is essential to keeping our
domestic oil and gas industry viable
and keeping the U.S. economy competitive in the world market. Contact
your congressman and support the
actions taken by your professional
societies’ representatives to inform
Congress of the technical facts about
our industry and the impact of these
issues on the U.S. economy.”
At our May luncheon, Bob Rice with
Royal Exploration Company of
Corpus Christi presented “Corpus
Christi Fields Hide Their Faults,” the
successful story of their field redevelopment/exploration joint venture
with Sabco Oil & Gas in Corpus
Christi Bay. Early discoveries in the
bay, drilled during the 1950s and
1960s, had yielded in excess of 1
TCFG, all without benefit of modern
seismic data. The bay was bisected by
regional NNE-SSW regional growth
faults that created numerous, perpendicular shale ridges. Many of the productive fields did not have any deeper lower Frio (15,000’) tests. Sabco,
who operated several of these old
fields, and Royal Exploration agreed
to joint venture terms and began
interpretation of a newly released, 80

(Continued)
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Chapter News Continued
square mile, Western/GECO-Geophysical Pursuit, 3D seismic program.
The companies concentrated on the
two-field complex, East Corpus
Christi – Encinal Channel, which had
produced in excess of 240 BCFG.
These fields had been discovered and
exploited prior to the advent of highquality 2D seismic data. Classic anticlinal closure at the shallower East
Corpus Christi Field trapped gas in
the massive Upper Frio sands from
6000-9000’. With depth, the structure
shifts to Encinal Channel Field, where
the sand intervals thin and the thicker,
geopressured shales facilitate fault
trapping of the deeper Middle Frio
section. The premise underlying the
joint venture effort was by bringing
new data to an old producing area
that additional drilling opportunities
would be found.
The explorers were underpinned by
a lead set up by an old Gulf Oil well,
drilled on State Tract 48, which had
produced 2.6 BCFG, prior to watering
out. Subsurface well control, augmented by a dipmeter log, indicated
700 acres of prospective acreage up
dip to the Gulf well.
The new 3D survey was interpreted
and integrated with the well control
that yielded numerous drilling opportunities. The simple 700-acre lead was
bisected by faults ultimately yielding
four productive fault blocks, ultimately yielding 25 BCFG. At another horizon, an amplitude map, which was
complicated by seismic multiples and
a data “wipeout,” when augmented
by a new VSP survey, provided the
correlations and confidence to explain
the down dip tie to a tight siltstone.
The resultant successful drill well
yielded numerous new productive
fault blocks.
Ultimate development by the joint
venture resulted in peak production
of 60 MMCFG/D and cumulative production to date of 100 BCF. In an old
producing area, new 3D seismic data,
combined with a regional understanding of geology and a detailed
subsurface analysis yielded a very
successful economic venture.

IN MEMORIAM
We regret to note
the passing of
the following members:
Jack O. Colle, #5
of Houston, Texas
who died on June 5, 2009


The joint meeting with HGS and GSH in
June.

On Thursday, June 18, SIPES cohosted a joint meeting with the
Houston Geological Society and the
Geophysical Society of Houston. The
crowd of over 200 gathered to hear
Chip Gill, president of the
International Association of Geophysical Contractors, present “The
Ethics of Licensed Geophysical Data:
The Data Owner ’s Investment,
Rationale and Code of Practice.” This
“ethics” lecture provided attendees
with one hour ethics CE credit.
Chip outlined the rationale behind
seismic contractors’ investment in
acquisition of non-exclusive seismic
data. After estimating costs, risks and
markets and an adequate rate of
return for their shareholders, a contractor invests their capital in the
acquisition of data for sale to multiple
clients. The risks they bear include
how valuable will the data be to
prospective clients, how good of an
investment their capital outlay will be,
and issues related to their data confidentiality. The “value” of their investment can be severely impacted by loss
of data confidentiality. This confidentiality can occur as outright theft of
the data, violation of license terms
(whether intentional, or through ignorance or misunderstanding), as well as
government mandated changes in
regulations. Any such breach of data
confidentiality, severely impacts the
nature of their business, and the ability of contractors to provide inexpensive, multi-client, non-exclusive seismic data.

William E. Jackson, #3065
of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
who died on July 7, 2009


J. Durwood Pate, #1802
of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
who died on June 18, 2009


Many of the seismic contracts were
written prior to the advent of modern
digital technology and the ease of the
Internet. For interpreters working
from remote locations, easy transmission of seismic digits, and lack of
understanding of what is contained in
contracts can be significant issues.
Many of the older agreements were
simply silent as to certain areas and
what one can and cannot do. Many of
Chip’s examples and the numerous
specific questions asked, brought
forth real workplace predicaments
that we all have faced. Queries from
participants also pointed out the
uncertainty of attendees’ assumptions
and their understandings.
An underlying question for anyone
dealing with non-exclusive seismic
data, would be “If the right is not
specifically granted in the MLA, don’t
assume that you have it. It is generally reserved by the data owner.” If the
MLA is silent regarding a specific
question you have to call the contractor and ask them.

(These presentations are posted on the
Houston Chapter’s website.)

Paul Babcock
Secretary
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Chapter News Continued

MIDLAND

Our April 15 meeting was sponsored by Schlumberger, and our
speaker was also from Schlumberger.
Jason Edwards, a well placement
engineer and borehole geologist
working in the Permian and San Juan
basins, presented a talk titled
“Resistivity-based Geologic Boundary
Detection up to 21’ away: Real-time
Geosteering in Horizontal wells with
the LWD Periscope Tool.” The talk
highlighted the ability of the tool and
associated software to accomplish
real-time control of the drill bit while
drilling horizontal holes. The procedure enables the driller to ‘see’ when
the bit approaches the edge of the target zone, and also indicates the directional change needed to keep the bit
‘in zone.’ Proactive geosteering using
Peri-Scope, which is typically run with
the Power-Drive Rotary Steerable
System, has resulted in successful
navigation of thin, undulating sand
reservoirs. As a result, drilling times
are significantly reduced while inzone footage has been increased.
Periscope has given numerous worldwide operators access to reserves previously considered to be economically
marginal. Starting February 2008, thirteen horizontal wells have been
drilled using Periscope in the Permian
Basin.
Jason earned his Bachelor’s degree
in geology from the University of
Colorado, Boulder in 1998. He followed with a Master’s degree in 2006
from the University of Montana,
Missoula in sedimentary geology and
geophysics: focusing on glacially
derived sediments in the lower
Flathead Valley of Northwest

Montana. Jason joined Schlumberger
in the spring of 2007 in the Data and
Consulting Services group.
The May 20 meeting featured a presentation by Don McGookey, #1003.
Don’s talk, titled “The Dance of the
Continents,” showed us a graphical
history of continental drift during the
last 750 million years. His presentation
was a summary of research by various
authors merged into a PowerPoint format. As Don stated, “The movement
of the tectonic plates through geologic
time looks like a dance as the continents move, collide, and break up in
long cycles.”
Donald P. McGookey has a Ph.D.
from Ohio State University. Texaco
Inc. employed him from 1952 to 1979.
He worked in various parts of the
Rocky Mountains for seventeen years,
and the balance in assignments in
New York (international exploration)
and as chief geologist in Houston,
Texas. Don ended his career with
Texaco as manager of exploration in
Midland, Texas. Since 1979, he has
been an independent geologist working primarily in the Permian Basin of
West Texas and southeast New
Mexico.
Our June 17 meeting program was
presented by W. Hoxie Smith. His talk
was titled “The Coming Role of the
Permian Basin in U.S. Domestic
Energy Security.” The major point of
the talk was a discussion of the mix of
U.S. energy sources projected by the
Energy Information Administration
(EIA) to 2050, and a look at what role
the Permian Basin may play in the further development of oil and natural
gas, clean coal technology, nuclear,
biomass, wind, and solar resources.

Mr. Smith also discussed the difference between energy independence
versus energy security, and he
stressed the problems and perils associated with the present ‘push’ for
alternative energy sources at the
expense of economic security and stability. A major point of the presentation was that our country needs to
avoid a short-sighted rush to renewable energy and implementation of a
carbon cap and trade system that burdens our energy industry while growing government bureaucracy may
have detrimental effects that are not
intended.
Mr. Smith has over twenty-five years
of experience in the energy industry.
Since 2003, he has directed Midland
College’s Petroleum Professional
Development Center providing continuing education for energy professionals. In 2006, Mr. Smith was
appointed by Texas State Geologist Dr.
Scott Tinker to serve as Regional
Coordinator for the Future-Gen Texas
Team. Future-Gen was the U.S.
Department of Energy’s initiative to
build the first near-zero emissions
coal-fired power plant. Since
December 2007 he has been retained
by Summit Power Group to assist with
the Texas Clean Energy Project, a proposed IGCC clean coal facility. Mr.
Smith is a certified Professional
Geologist licensed in the State of
Texas. He currently serves on the
Annual CO2 Conference Committee,
the Grants-in-Aid Committee of
AAPG, and the City of Midland’s
Water Resources Board.
Don Eckerty
Secretary


Flint Ridge Energy, Ltd of Newark,
Ohio is actively seeking investments
in exploratory and/or developmental
drilling opportunities for the 3rd and
4th quarters of 2009 and the 1st
quarter of 2010. Please contact Gary
Sitler, Vice President of Exploration
at 740/344-1351 or by email at
gary@flintridgeenergy.com.
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OKLAHOMA CITY
The Oklahoma City Chapter’s April
1 luncheon speaker was our own
Chapter Membership Chairman,
Roger Wilkinson, #2289.
The title of his talk was “Geology
and History of the Gunnison Area,
Colorado.” It was presented as a
PowerPoint geological show with
about 150 slides. The meeting was
informative and well attended with
about sixty-five members. Also present were Roger’s son, daughter, and
wife, Marlene.
Roger received a B.A. degree from
Wichita University and after attending the Air Force, he spent eight years
with Northern Natural Gas (ENRON),
thirteen years with Mobil, and became
a consultant in 1977. Career highlights

SAN ANTONIO
“2008 South Texas Drilling Activity,
Highlights, Significant Completions
and Future Drilling Trends, Covering
RRC Districts 1-6” was the title for the
April luncheon presented by R. Scott
Pollard, contract scout and consulting
geologist. Mr. Pollard has thirty years
of experience in the oil and gas industry. He has worked as a landman,
mudlogger, geologist, and exploration
manager. Mr. Pollard has worked for
multiple oil and gas companies which
include Exxon, Mobil, Marathon,
EOG, Clayton Williams Jr. and Kerr
McGee. Mr. Pollard received a B.A.
degree in business administration in
petroleum land management, and a
B.S. degree in geology from
Oklahoma University.
In May, the title of the talk was “The
World of Oil and Gas Financing
According to Frost” Phillip R.
Rosenfeld, senior vice president of
Frost National Bank, discussing various aspects of how the current economic situation occurred. Frost is an
independent bank and not active in
the equity mortgage market. Frost had
500M$ flow into the bank during the
last quarter, and continues with
reserve estimate-based lending to the
oil and gas industry.

include being responsible for discovering Lansing, Kansas City, and
Marmaton oil in the Hugoton field,
the discovery of Viola, Simpson, and
Arbuckle gas in North Custer City
field. He was on the committee that
formulated the rules for the Panoma
Gas field in southwest Kansas, and
helped develop the Putnam Oswego
Oil Unit. He is the past president of
the Oklahoma City Chapter of
SPWLA, and has been a member of
AAPG and Oklahoma City Geological
Society for forty-five years. He joined
SIPES in 1993.
In May, we held our annual steak fry
at the Elks Club in Oklahoma City. It
was attended with members and family numbering about fifty. Inclement
weather options to dine inside or outMr. Rosenfeld received a B.A. in economics and psychology from the
University of Denver, and an M.A.
from the University of Texas at Austin.
Mr. Rosenfeld has been with Frost
Bank for five years and is in charge of
the San Antonio reserve-based energy
portfolio as a relationship manager.
The topic for the June luncheon
meeting was “The Evaluation of Shale
Gas Reservoirs with Focus on the
Eagleford” presented by Rick Lewis,
technical projects leader/unconventional gas plays, Schlumberger, Ltd., in
Oklahoma City. Dr. Lewis has been
involved with shale resource evaluation throughout the U.S. as the plays
have emerged. Rick has been with

Joe Smith (right) giving a presentation
award to June speaker, Dr. Rich Lewis.

side were exercised due to rain.
Dozens of eye-catching and delicious
cakes, pies, and cookies were available
for dessert. Many gracious thanks to
Dorothy Cooper and Marlene
Wilkinson for preparing these delicacies. We wish to thank all others that
worked to make this event successful.
The chapter is inactive during the
summer during June, July, and
August. Our fall session will begin
with the scheduled luncheon meeting
on Wednesday, September 2, 2009. We
anticipate meeting on the 35th floor of
the Chase Bank Building; that is, at
the downtown Oklahoma City
Petroleum Club.
James Jackson
Chairman


New member, Ed D’Abre (left), receiving his
SIPES certificate from Chairman J. L. Jones.

Schlumberger since 1996 in various
technical
leadership
positions.
Previous to Schlumberger, Rick was
with Shell in various scientific and
geological positions. Rich initially was
a USGS geologist from 1978 to 1982.
Dr. Lewis has a B.S. from UCLA, and a
Master’s and Ph.D. from Cal Tech all
in geology.
The interest in the subject was such
that twice the number of attendees
were on hand for the presentation
and luncheon. Hopefully we will be
able to eventually sign some of the
attendees as new members. Edgar R.
D'Abre, #3178, was presented his new
SIPES membership certificate. Thank
you Ed for becoming a member.
J. L. Jones
Chairman
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Marcellus Shale Continued

SW Pennsylvania added to the excietment. This represented the end of Phase 1 in the development of the Marcellus
play.
Phase II began as a reality check for the industry. The
high prices paid for acreage during Phase 1 ran full speed
into the reality of $6.00/mcf and lower wellhead prices.
Many companies have abandoned their lease positions;
they are unable to justify development of the resource at
this lower price regime. State governments, anticipating a
new revenue stream, have floated the idea of property
taxes or increased severance taxes; these have generally
not been received well by state legislators. Continued
drilling has resulted in impressive new discoveries especially in northwestern Pennsylvania.
The purpose of this paper is to provide an update on the
developing Marcellus play. It has been designed to provide
current information found on state agency and industry
websites, and in the popular press.

Geologic Synopsis
The Marcellus interval is the lowest member of the
Hamilton Group of Middle Devonian age (Figure 1). The
Devonian in the Appalachian Basin is part of a multi-centered prograding deltaic system that grew from west to
east as a result of tectonic uplift associated with the
Acadian and Taconic orogenies of the late Ordovician to
Devonian time (Figure 2). In the Lower Devonian, the
deltaic system prograded into a broad warm shallow water
sea; carbonates and beach-derived sandstones were
deposited from west to east. In the Middle Devonian, sys-

tematic and repetitious layers of organic clay, silt, and
coarser sands were deposited. During the Upper
Devonian, silt sand and organic clay were also deposited
during the end stage development of the deltaic system.
An unconformity at the top of the Devonian section represents the transition from Devonian to Mississippian and
Pennsylvanian rocks. Most of the Mississippian and
Pennsylvanian are absent from the eastern two-thirds of
the Appalachian Basin, having been removed by erosion
and glaciation.
While the current interest is focused on the Marcellus, it
should be understood that the entire Hamilton Group has
potential for hosting significant natural gas resources. The
Marcellus is the lower member of the Hamilton Group
(Figure 5). It consists of organic shale interbedded with
siltstone and in some areas a layer of tuff (Tioga Bentonite).
Lying above the Marcellus are shale and siltstones known
informally as the Hamilton, and given the names
Skaneateles, Ludlowville, and Moscow shales. All four
intervals combine to form the Hamilton Group.
As pointed out in Pyron (2008), the Hamilton Group has
an identified coarsening up feature that is often repeated
several times in a complete Hamilton section. This allows
the formation of siltstone beds lying between highly
organic shale. Log analysis suggests that these siltstone
beds can have a calculated porosity ranging between 4.57.5%. This porosity should aid both treatment and recovery of reserves.

(Continued)
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Marcellus Shale Continued

What’s New?
Drilling of the Marcellus in Pennsylvania and New York
began in earnest in 2006-2007. A permit map for
Pennsylvania (Figure 3) for the time frame January to June
2009 shows the locations of the Marcellus wells permitted
this year. Figure 4.0 is a map for New York showing the
location of Marcellus wells drilled in 2007 (this is the latest
data available). Both states have regulations that allow
operators to "tite-hole" their well log information for up to
three years, so much of the information available is from
word of mouth or prospect promotion.
Newspaper reports have suggested that recent discoveries have produced wells flowing from 28-35 MMCFPD. It
is presumed that these wells were treated by fracing. In
early July, National Fuel Gas reported that a Marcellus well
that they drilled in Northwestern Pennsylvania has the
potential to produce up to 40 MMCFPD.
Also in July, one of the leading consultants to several of
the major independent players released a paper that suggested that the potential for the Marcellus in the
Appalachian Basin might exceed 500 TCF. This essentially
doubles the estimates of the USGS (i.e., 225 - 248 TCF).
Perhaps more interesting is some information gathered
from a presentation given to an investment group by a
major player in the Marcellus play (Figure 6). Presumably,

this information was gathered from the company's experiences in drilling wells in the Marcellus. They estimate that
the Marcellus pay has a thickness ranging from 50-300 feet.
The shale has an organic content of 5-7.8%, an average
porosity of 5.5-7.5%, and a calculated water saturation
ranging from 12-35%. They then state that the gas in place
per section ranges from 30-150 bcfe (billion cubic feet estimated) and that a horizontal well can recover 3.75 bcfe
presuming a 30% recovery factor.
Finally, there are multiple consulting industry reports
that have evaluated the economic potential of the
Marcellus play. Houston-based research analysts Tudor,
Pickering, Holt & Co. state in a report entitled "Deep Dive:
Northeast Pennsylvania Marcellus Shale," that "the
Marcellus shale remains a very attractive play for investment and production of natural gas, but investors should
remain aware that the play lacks infrastructure to handle
the increased production that will come over the next few
years. (Although) ramp-up in production may lead to
short-term suffering, strong per-well economics are likely
to provide strong returns on projects." The Marcellus shale
play seems to meet the financial criterion applied by
investment houses.

(Continued)
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Marcellus Shale Continued

Figure 5
Type Log Showing
Middle Devonian
State of New York NOS

Conclusion
The Marcellus play is proceeding
along a slow, deliberate path of
regional development. Lack of modern infrastructure and support, coupled with inaccessibility to reasonable
acreage positions tends to inhibit field
development.
The natural conservatism of landholders and local operators also is a
factor. State governments and their
restrictive regulations, suffering from
revenue shortfalls associated with the
worldwide depression, have suggested new taxes and legislation that may
further inhibit additional development.
In spite of these negatives, those
operators who have continued on

have drilled economically viable wells
with good initial production and
strong per well reservoir potential. A
typical vertical well shows an estimated potential ranging from 0.5 to 2.0
bcfe. Horizontal wells, while more
expensive, have even higher estimated reserves per well. History suggests
that Middle Devonian wells have productive lives ranging from 20-40 years
before abandonment is considered.
Many of the Devonian wells along
Lake Erie have been producing for
over 70 years.
Finally, state representatives have
suggested to this author that as many
as 10,000 infill and developmental
locations exist in and adjacent to
active fields in the basin. If the new
evaluation of reserve potential is correct, then the Marcellus will remain an
exciting play for many years to come.
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Biography
Pyron Consulting is a sole proprietorship
based
in
Pottstown,
Pennsylvania. Its sole proprietor,
Arthur J. Pyron, has twenty-six years
of professional experience in oil and
gas exploration and production, geological evaluation, and environmental
applications. He has worked for
Fortune 500 companies, small business, municipalities, and private individuals in a variety of projects. Pyron
Consulting has completed geologic
and economic appraisals of most
domestic basins and over eighty countries to determine the investment
potential for energy minerals worldwide.
Pyron Consulting has been involved
in a variety of independent consulting

activities including exclusive retainers
by individuals and small companies
on submittals, valuation studies of
producing properties for investors
and banks, proposed acquisitions, and
application of new exploration concepts to oil, natural gas, metallic and
non-metallic mineral properties. We
developed a methodology to use
environmental liability as an investment lever for property acquisition,
and pioneered the concept of "virtual
exploration" applications to oil and
gas exploration by the use of computer applications, and management of
project flow to maximize the return
on investment.
Pyron Consulting's principal has
been the lead geologist and reservoir
analyst for an independent oil pro-

ducer in S.E. New Mexico. He has also
worked for a Fortune 50 company in
developing remote sensing applications, and for multiple industry clients
in both exploration problems and site
remediation. He has developed and
implemented E&P programs in the
Permian Basin, the San Joaquin Basin,
the Appalachian Basin, and the Rocky
Mountains. Pyron has an M.S. in geology from the University of Texas at El
Paso (1980) and a B.A. in earth science
from La Salle University, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania (1976). He is certified by
numerous states, and is a member of
appropriate professional societies. He
has published in excess of fifty technical papers.
His email address is pyronconsulting@yahoo.com.
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President’s Column Continued
Never mind that it will be different tomorrow when
today’s project gets forgotten (until it re-surfaces in the headlines).
And the worst of it is once an issue is politicized it seems
to take on a life of its own. Consider the issue of global
warming; the jury is still out, but my research indicates the
boy’s are crying wolf. Not only is some of the data suspect,
but now we are hearing the EPA may be squelching contrary reports. Yet the currently proposed solution is to slap
restraints on the “polluters” under the guise of cleaning
the environment and reducing our dependence on “foreign” oil. We tend to forget the real polluters are the individual users that burn the energy, not the companies that
supply it. If they weren’t demanding it, we wouldn’t be
generating it. And two-thirds of the “foreign” oil we
import to meet this demand comes from our trading partners Canada and Mexico.
I read an early synopsis of the Waxman-Markey Bill, and
I noted twenty-one instances of new government agencies
being created, twenty-one instances of past legislation
being amended (obviously didn’t get it right the first time, like
this will finally fix it), fourteen instances of reports (data compiled by industry) required from existing or new agencies,
and eight instances that provide compensation to ease the
burden on the public. There were also several requirements for agreements with and between other polluting
countries to ensure the impact to the environment would
be meaningful. There was no mention of how to fund this
new government or the entitlement programs. This was
before the final 300 pages were added to the bill no one
who voted on it had read.
And this is not the only legislation due out that will
impact our industry. Changes to the tax code potentially
eliminating some expensing, as well as incentives for
enhanced recovery technology like CO2 flood (I thought
they wanted to sequester CO2?) will result in reduced domestic production. The majority of this reduction will come
from independents like us (looks like some of us will be retiring early).
What all this ultimately means is higher costs for the
energy we use every day, decreased domestic production
and increased dependence on foreign sources which we
are going to have to compete for in an increasingly hostile
market, and dealing with additional tax burdens for the
“insane” profits we get due to the cost increases created by
the very legislation proposed to solve our “pollution”
problem. I hope this doesn’t make you ill, ‘cause the government is finally going to “fix” our health care problem
too.
No, now I’m no longer just apprehensive about the
future of our industry, I’m starting to get angry. I am starting to feel like we are under siege, and thinking it’s time to
fight back. Regardless of the press to the contrary, we are
not all crooks, any more than our politicians are all adulterers, idiots, or flim-flam artists. The good guys just don’t
make for market share, so we only get exposed to the most

extreme (like Enron). And there are “the most extreme” in
every business (Madoff), and government (pick one). No, I
think most of us are honest and fair because it is the right
thing to do, and I want to believe our politicians want to
do the right thing also. Unfortunately, as long as the problem is only understood in political terms, they just tend to
go for the most complex (government intensive) solution,
with everyone tacking on their little pork.
So first, how about reviewing what our government is
supposed to be all about. I recommend you visit the following web site and view the first video [http://www.acadianateaparty.net/news.htm]. It will at least make you
think, and that’s a good thing. There are several other
interesting videos there concerning the financial crisis you
may find worthy of a look.
Next, we need to educate the public about our industry.
This should trickle up to the politicians so they can better
understand how their actions can harm the country by
harming the people (energy users) when they enact legislation that harms the ability of our industry to meet the consumer’s demands. To see how uninformed the public really is, watch this video [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSQvh08OD0]. You might even learn a thing or
two as well; I did. Pass this on to all your friends, especially those outside the industry. I would also call upon each
member to further the cause and spread the word emphasizing the service we do for the country, not just advertising the business and profit side for big oil. Remember, the
legislation designed to punish the big multinational companies has minor impact on them, but puts some of us out
of business. The independents are the ones that end up
paying the heaviest price.
I know we will likely weather this storm as we have so
many others in the past. Once we know the rules, the
entrepreneurs get busy finding ways to make them work
for a profit, but most of the initial profit tends to go to the
real crooks under these circumstances. At least until the
legislators figure out how to close the loopholes they created.
When I agreed to take this job, I had no agenda. I figured
the prevailing winds would dictate the course, and boy
have they! I will be working toward getting the message
out about informing the public, and would appreciate
feedback from the membership with ideas to move this
forward. In an effort to facilitate this, our primary goal for
this term will be to increase membership. The more heads
we can bang together, the more ideas we can generate.
Your board is currently working on ideas for chapters and
members to utilize toward this end, and again would
appreciate your input. We expect the current downturn in
the industry to generate a new pool of independents for us
to recruit - one of the upsides to the downturn.
Enough for now.
William R. Finley
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Te c h n o l o g y C o r n e r
Texas Wellfile Image Online Database
by Larry J. Rairden, #2924 — Houston, Texas
How often have
you needed completion details, a
directional survey,
location plat, or
other wellfile information to assemble
a prospect? Where
do you obtain such
Larry J. Rairden
information? For
the independent prospect generator,
such a task often meant a trip to the
log library, a purchase from a commercial data vendor, or a good relationship with the operator of the well
in question.
Today, much wellfile information is
readily available through various state
agencies, at no cost, via the Internet.
In Texas, for example, wellfile records
of the Railroad Commission of Texas
have been scanned and made available online. (Louisiana wellfile records
are also available online, through
SONRIS, as described by J.S.F. Phelps,
#2509, in the SIPES Technology Corner,
August 2007.)
In the following example, I am
developing a Yegua prospect in
Hardin County, Texas. Several of the
key wells to my prospect happen to be
highly deviated. I have MD logs from
these wells that are critical to my interpretation, but I do not have the directional surveys. The directional survey
information is required so that my log
correlations can be properly mapped
in depth. One of these deviated wells
is also a producing gas well. I hope to
find a plat showing the boundary of
the producing unit for my leasehold
acreage maps.
Enter the Internet. Website “rrcsearch.neubus.com” launches the profile selection window of the wellfile
image database of the Railroad
Commission of Texas (Figure 1). From
the profile pulldown menu, selecting

Figure 1. The profile selection window of rrcsearch.neubus.com.

Figure 2. Profile selection “Oil and Gas Potential” displays the wellfile search query window.

(Continued)
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Technology Corner Continued
“Oil and Gas Potential” brings up the
key field search options for wellfiles
(Figure 2). As Figure 2 shows, wellfile
records can be searched by field name,
lease name, API number, or other
indexed attributes. A wildcard function is available for certain searches;
otherwise, an exact match is necessary
to find the indexed wellfile. The wildcard function can be activated by
using an asterisk (*) as a prefix, suffix
or as both on the entered value for
‘starts with,’ ‘ends with,’ or ‘contains.’
The first key well that I am searching for is called the “Peoples Energy
Gemini Unit No. 1.” For my search, I
simply enter “Gemini*” (“Gemini” followed by the wildcard function *) in
the Lease Name field. Clicking the
Submit button results in eight matching records (Figure 3). Two of these
matches reference the field name
“Pine Island Bayou Yegua EY-1” and
relate to the subject well.
Clicking on the “WELL LOG” link
for this field name enables a scanned
image of the log to be displayed or
downloaded. In this case, it is a TVD
log. This complements the MD log for
this well that I already have, so I save
it for use in my prospect package.
Returning to the results page of “rrcsearch.neubus.com” and clicking on
the “POTENTIAL” link corresponding to this field name “Pine Island
Bayou Yegua EY-1”opens a 64-page
pdf file containing a wealth of information. This file includes all of the
forms and materials submitted to the
Texas Railroad Commission for regulatory purposes. Scrolling down in this
file, I find a plat of the well location
and unit boundary on page 26. I copy
this page into my project folder reference. Continuing to scroll down, I find
the directional survey report that I
have been searching for on pages 4244.
At this point, I key in the
MD/Inclination/Azimuth for about 10
points along the 5,000- foot deviated
portion of the wellbore. With this
directional information, my interpretation
software
(GeoGraphix

Figure 3. Results found with Lease Name matching “Gemini*” (the asterisk “*” being the
wildcard function).

Discovery) can accurately map the
wellbore path and post it in cross- section. My fault picks and formation
tops can be displayed with their correct subsea depths in their correct spatial locations.
The above procedure is repeated for
a second well, the “Blackstone
Minerals A-2,” which has an S-curve

wellbore as opposed to the build-andhold deviation of the “Peoples Energy
Gemini Unit No. 1.”
Having entered the directional surveys, my cross-section software can
now display these well log images on
their deviated well tracks. Figure 4

(Continued)
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Technology Corner Continued
shows these two wells in cross-section, surrounded by two straight-hole
wells.
The Railroad Commission of Texas
also can be searched with other profiles, including a Well Log profile and
a Permit profile. As shown in Figures 1
through 3, there is a “HELP” tab that
launches a concise summary of how
to search this database and view or
print the images found. There is also
an automated tutorial available from
the Help page.

Figure 4. Cross-section showing log images for directional wells between two straighthole wells.

If you have a Technology Corner article
you would like to submit for publication in
the SIPES Quarterly, please email it to
Larry Rairden at rairden@novageoscience.com.

AGI Information
U.S. Geoscience Salaries Continue Upward Climb
Salaries for all geoscience-related professions continue to exceed the national mean salary for all other science occupations in 2008.
Petroleum engineering salaries averaged $119,400, and salaries for geoscientists (except hydrologists and geographers) averaged $89,300.
Salaries for environmental scientists and specialists averaged $65,280, just $1,000 over the national average for other science occupations.

Source: AGI Geoscience Workforce Program, data derived from the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage
Estimates, 1999-2008.

Petroleum engineering salaries, along with geoscientist
salaries are strongly driven by the oil and gas industry. The
growth in atmospheric and space science salaries tracks the
increase in federal funding of atmospheric research. The
increase in geographer salaries can be traced to the increased
use of GIS technology in the private sector over the past five
years.
by Leila Gonzales, AGI

Note: Salaries were adjusted for inflation and normalized to 2008 dollars.
Source: AGI Geoscience Workforce Program, data derived from the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage
Estimates, 1999-2008.
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How I Became an Independent
by W. R. (Bill) Finley, #2717 — Lafayette, Louisiana
I got laid off in October 1990 from
Forrest Oil. While out-processing, a
SIPES member suggested I join, and
now I am the president. End of story?
Oh, you wanted more? Well it all
started early (about 6:30 A.M.) on April
15, 1947 in Lake Charles, Louisiana.
You know, tax day, a date equated
with the sinking of the Titanic (different year), death of Abraham Lincoln (still not there), official
authorization of the Flying Tigers (close), and the initiation
of Jackie Robinson into major league baseball (on target).
Most of my early years were uneventful, but I was known
to be a night owl. Mom’s family was in construction, with
a lot of engineering expertise, while dad liked boats and
boating enough to get in the dealership business showing
me some entrepreneurial work ethic. I didn’t pick up on
this right away, but did show an aptitude for science and
math.
I remember it being easy, so I never really worked hard
at it. This apathy, during my first attempt at college, led to
wandering rudderless in a sea of mediocrity with “no
direction home” long enough to get drafted and married
in 1968. After various reenlistment procedures and training in electronics for the signal corps, I ended up in Korea
(Whew, just managed to dodge that bullet only to find out some
of us were still getting shot at over there). After a couple of
years in the Army, I started gaining some respect for the
concept of discipline.
As my tour of duty began to wind down, and in an effort
to fill spare time with meaningful activities (being a post
pubescent adolescent by this time, a “night in the ville” never had
that much luster), I began investigating correspondence
courses. My first foray was to supplement my previous
studies in mathematics (no wonder parties and beer derailed
my studies), but this just fed my previous “no direction
home,” so I began looking for another more exciting career.
Ah, it read like a travel log . . . live outdoors, camp in the
wilderness, climb among outcrops of magnificent mountain vistas, pristine settings surrounded with nature in all
its glory and beauty. You can make a living doing this? Sign
me up, I’m gonna be a geologist and remap the Rockies. I
hadn’t been there, so I had no perspective of scale.
Meanwhile I had to finish my tour of duty, and get an
education for my new career. So I mustered out after about
2 years 7 months 14 days and 22 hours (but who’s counting)
and met up with another wilderness buddy in Seattle.
Then it was two weeks through the Canadian Rockies
before heading home. You know there aren’t any mountains in south Louisiana. But they have a two-year program in geology at McNeese in Lake Charles (The GI Bill
doesn’t go very far), but it’s a start. Then I transfered to USL
in Lafayette (the place that got me in the Army) to finish up.
You know they don’t like transferees.

But one thing I did learn in Geology 101 at USL that has
held up — significant figures. No, not babes in bikinis, the
kind of figures you get multiplying large (approximate)
numbers together. No computer/calculator graduate of
today has been able to recognize, let alone master, this
idea. You have to use a slide rule (check the museum, probably next to the typewriter) to grasp this concept. With today’s
technology we tend to forget this, thus we end up booking
reserves down to the barrel or cubic foot when we don’t
really know how big the reservoir is, or how well it will
produce. (I digress.)
Now I’m exposed to the subsurface; sedimentary rocks,
hydrocarbon reservoirs, mapping geometry, and there
aren’t any jobs in hard rock mining or surface mapping
anyway. This is real science that starts to tie together mathematics, physics, biology, chemistry, engineering and history, with a prospect of a job. Besides, there are too many
bugs and it’s too hot to really want to be outside all the
time. Meanwhile everyone in the business says “get a
Master’s Degree.” So I continue, ‘cause nobody is interviewing much less recruiting in geology. Besides, getting
artsy with connect the dots is kind of fun anyway.
And it worked; I landed a job with Gulf Oil in the “Big
Easy” working exploration in the MAFLA and east coast
areas. Talk about connect the dots, the Baltimore Canyon
only had about six wells, and a ton of 2D seismic, so now
I’m a geophysicist too! This is 1975 and the industry is
going crazy. They are hiring aeronautical engineers to do
petroleum engineering (at least they hadn’t forgotten significant digits yet), and mathematicians to interpret seismic
data. This is where I learned you can’t get the geology
from a mechanical connect the dots; there’s a pattern that
only works if you understand what you’re looking for.
Meanwhile, they decide to “broaden my experience
base” and transfer me to production. Fortunately in the
same town; they probably didn’t want to fund my moving
expenses. It turns out that the real reason they don’t move
geologists is they figure it takes them a long time to get the
details worked out, and they want the “expert” on site to
maintain the production. The engineers on the other hand
need a much broader experience base to be able to handle
the wide range of problems that come up in drilling and
production. After two years of getting penny-pinched (it
turns out the manager gets a yearly bonus based on production
less expenses; my salary and benefits are expenses), I decide to
answer one of the daily headhunter calls.
Yea, I jumped ship and moved back to Lafayette with
Forest Oil, where the learning continued. I didn’t think
about it at the time, but when Gulf moved me from exploration to development, I didn’t get to look at, much less
use, seismic data anymore. Remember it was practically all
seismic in exploration. At least we were talking to each
other at Forest, if not really working together. Our first
(Continued)
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How I Became an Independent Continued
drilling presentation to management was a geologic interpretation without the seismic, and a geophysical interpretation without the well control for the same prospect. It’s
no wonder Gulf didn’t transfer geologists; keeping them
data-restricted required years of experience to “get the
details worked out.” Fortunately there’s enough hydrocarbons in the Gulf of Mexico that you could usually stumble
into something. And we stayed lucky during the boom.
Meanwhile I was shuffled around developing offshore
fields, exploring onshore then offshore, and back to developing offshore again, all the while stockpiling life’s learning experiences. A big one was how management tended
to keep us competing against each other internally (remember the separate maps), and also even with, or against, our
operating partners. It was difficult enough to get ahead of
other companies competing for the same lease etc. without
the added stress of this internal competition. And this
internal competition effectively eliminated integration of
the data.
Things slowly began to change as the years rolled on,
and the concept of teamwork started taking hold. Yet
somehow this wasn’t exactly the hoped for improvement I
had in mind. By the time the business tanked in the late
‘80s, everyone was on a slippery slope, and when the last

cuts came, the whole team got laid off. Anyway, you couldn’t accuse them of prejudice.
But by now, the new computer technology was fundamental to seismic interpretation, and they had several
workstations under contract sitting around, but nobody on
staff to use them. They just fired the technical staff remember. So, after being cut loose, I got my first consulting job
back with my past employer making more money than
they were paying me as an employee. Yea OK, I had to
pick up my own benefits, and pay 100% of social security,
but I got additional tax write-offs also, so I managed to
come out a little ahead.
And lastly, I became a SIPES member almost immediately after termination (man that still sounds nasty) because I
was recruited by a consultant on staff while I was processing out. Thus began the next half of my career, this time as
an independent.
The journey, and the learning, continues.
How did you become an independent? Send your 1-2 page
account to the SIPES Office in Dallas, or by email to
sipes@sipes.org. All stories will be included on a CD that will be
published by the SIPES Foundation.
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SIPES F oundation Donor s — Jul y 1 , 2008 t o Jul y 1 , 2009
$2000 - $2999
SIPES Houston Chapter
In memory of Paul H. Carter, Jr.,
Jack Colle, & Joseph G. Putnam III
Scholarship Endowment Fund


$1000 - $1999
Craig W. Adams

Lee M. Petersen
In memory of Charles E. Mear

David M. Pulling
A. Scott Ritchie
John D. Sistrunk, Jr.
Scholarship Endowment Fund
In memory of Ronald R. Sistrunk

James K. Anderson

Thomas A. Smith
Helen St. Martin

In memory of Charles E. Trowbridge,
Joe H. Warren, Jr. & E. Lee Mills

Scholarship Endowment Fund
In memory of Bevian C. St. Martin

Thornton E. Anderson
Marshall C. Crouch III
Donald R. Hembre
J. Phil Martin, Jr.



Scholarship Endowment Fund

Scholarship Endowment Fund
In honor of Jack P. Martin, Sr.


$800 - $899
Edgar B. Krider
In memory of Warren E. Tomlinson


$600 - $699
Michael N. Austin
Earl E. Gaertner
In memory of Barney C. McCasland, Jr.
In honor of John E. Scherer
& Robert D. Cowdery


$500 - $599
Wilbur & Nancy Bradley
William C. Burkett
Scholarship Endowment Fund
In memory of Jerry A. Cooper

Stewart Chuber
In memory of Earl E. Fry
& Jack G. Elam

Thomas E. Ewing
In memory of Linda A. Ewing

David A. Eyler

$400 - $499
Julius M. Ridgway
In honor of Dudley J. Hughes

John E. Scherer
In memory of David H. Rathjen
In honor of Robert D. Cowdery,
Earl E. Gaertner & Diane M. Finstrom


$300 - $399
Raymond N. Blackhall
Robert D. Cowdery
In honor of John E. Scherer

James M. Grubb
In memory of Joseph G. Putnam III,
Henry L. Cullins, Jr. &
Paul H. Carter, Jr.

Stephen R. Robichaud
Paul M. Strunk
George R. White


$200 - $299
Avinash C. Ahuja
Michael P. Arden
Scholarship Endowment Fund

James B. Bennett
Marvolene Speed Bennett
& Carleton D. Speed, Jr. Fund
In honor of Robert D. Cowdery
& Lloyd K. Parrish, Jr.

Louis M. Ford

Louis C. Bortz
Paul W. Britt
Bill D. Broughton

Scholarship Endowment Fund

In memory of Ed Kerr

James A. Gibbs
Dennis M. Gleason

Lanny O. Butner
Lawrence H. Davis
Robert B. Ferguson
Richard A. Freidline

In memory of Donald G. Becker

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Owen R. Hopkins
Robert C. Leibrock
Edward A. McCullough Endowed Fund

Edward A. McCullough Endowed Fund

Peter MacKenzie
Marcus D. Maddox
In memory of Dick Grice

Robert J. Moffatt, Jr.
James F. O’Connell
Lewis M. O’Neal
Edward A. McCullough Endowed Fund

H. Rudy Parkison
Lloyd K. Parrish, Jr.
Ronald W. Pritchett
In memory of Philip J. McKenna

Larry J. Rairden
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Stephen A. Sonnenberg
In honor of Frank Sonnenberg

M. R. Stipp
William F. Von Drehle
James P. Walker
In memory of M. H. Vaughn

Robert M. Wynne, Jr.


$100 - $199
John T. Abney
Joseph H. Ambrister*
In memory of John W. Calder

Eugene L. Ames, Jr.
Arden A. Anderson
Donald I. Andrews
William C. Bahlburg
Phillip R. Becker
Teresa H. Becker
Orville R. Berg
Foy W. Boyd, Jr.
Ross E. Brannian
Alfred T. Carleton, Jr.
James W. Caylor
Robert A. Cooksey
Rex D. Coppedge
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Graham R. Curtis
Ralph J. Daigle
C. Walter Dobie
M. R. Douglass
In memory of All Deceased Members

Marlan W. Downey
In memory of Thomas Mairs

Duncan D. Dubroff
Ralph C. Duchin
In memory of Robert A. Anderson

Michael N. Fein
In memory of Kees De Jong

William R. Finley
Cliff J. Fontenot
Eduardo Gonzales
Patrick J.F. Gratton
Stephen C. Collins Memorial Fund
In honor of Peter R. Rose

Peter G. Gray
In memory of Robert A. Anderson

Bobby Greenwood
Mark E. Gregg
David G. Griffin
Jack S. Griggs
Scholarship Endowment Fund

David R. Grogan
Dean C. Hamilton
Harold W. Hanke
Scott G. Heape
Edward W. Heath
In memory of Thomas Mairs

Marc H. Helsinger
Dick S. Horton
J.D. Hughes
J. Richard Hunt
Jim Bob Jackson
Alfred James III
George R. Jones
Charles J. Kosarek
In memory of Linda A. Ewing
In honor of Robert B. Robinson

Henry C. Libby
In memory of Frank D. Kozak

Richard R. Lindsly
In memory of Robert G. Terrell

Donald J. Malone
Jack P. Martin
H. E. Mathy
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Robert W. Maxwell, Jr.
Sally J. Meader-Roberts
Michael S. Morris
Robert G. Murphy
In memory of Robert W. Sabate’

W. George Nancarrow
Charles A. O’Niell III
Robert B. Owen
In memory of Ralf E. Andrews

Matthew J. Parsley
In memory of Clay Parsley

J. Durwood Pate
In memory of Harry G. Hadler

H. W. Peace II
Edward B. Picou, Jr.
James A. Ragsdale
John M. Rakowski
Dwight S. Ramsay
In memory of Robert A. Anderson

Christopher P. Renaud
In memory of Charles B. Renaud

James D. Robertson

(Continued)
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Foundation Donors Continued
W. Mark Rush
Steven R. Russell

Charles Weiner
W. David Willig

In memory of Franklin W. Daugherty

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Floyd E. Heard
In memory of Betty Heard

Thomas J. Smith
Lawrence W. Staub

Marion E. Spitler

E. Bernard Brauer
Raul F. Brito

In memory of Robert G. Terrell

In memory of J. Theodore Sandberg

James P. Talbot
George W. Todd
C. G. Tyner

Johnnie B. Brown
Jack C. Cartwright

C. M. Jacobs
John E. Kimberly
John C. Kinard
Pete J. Klentos
Arch J. Lair
William E. Laroche
Eugene J. Lipstate
Robert W. Luker
Henry C. Magee
Patrick H. McKinney
Eric L. Michaelson
Wayne D. Miller
Frederick A. Overly
E. Gordon Reigle
Richard D. Rinehart

In memory of Lorin J. Rulla

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Arlen L. Edgar

Valary L. Schulz
Jonathan B. Selby
Jeffry A. Smith

Hardtner L. Coon
Steve H. Hill
S. P. Mandell
Wes B. Perry, Jr.

In honor of Joe C. Neal

Edward A. McCullough Endowed Fund

June N. Smith



Wayland C. Savre
C. Randall Schott
C. Ray Scurlock
Roy G. Sharrock
Eugene R. Sidwell
D. Craig Smith
Daniel L. Smith
Joe H. Smith
William M. Smith
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Scholarship Endowment Fund

George B. Vockroth
John R. von Netzer
Roger L. Walker
H. Vaughan Watkins, Jr.
William G. Watson
In memory of Robert N. Watson

John C. Worley
Scholarship Endowment Fund
In honor of Robert B. Owen

George D. Zimmerman
Scholarship Endowment Fund


$50 - $99
Richard C. Blackwell
Scholarship Endowment Fund

In memory of Leta Denny
& Lorin J. Rulla

Bruce W. Fields
David N. Grimes
Paul E. Habermas
Henry R. Hamman

In memory of Charles Staub

Joseph D. Stewart
Tony R. Stuart
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Raymond M. Timpanelli
Scott A. Wainwright
Roy C. Walther
Robert W. Waring
Bonnie R. Weise
William P. Wilbert
In memory of Wayne E. Gordon
& George Willis

I. Wayne Woolsey


$26 - $49

In honor of Charles W. Smith

* Deceased

The SIPES Foundation gratefully accepts all donations and acknowledges these contributions with a letter.
Due to limited space in the newsletter, we are unable to list gifts under $26.
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SIPES Directory Corrections and Changes
Charles J. Corona, #891
Independent Consultant
Bus. Phone 504-737-6101
Fax Phone 504-738-9653
Jerry L. Gilbert
4245 Kemp St.
Suite 510
Wichita Falls, TX 76308
Willard R. (Will) Green
303 W. Wall St.
Suite 600
Midland, TX 79701
Fax Phone 432-682-9650

Gregory L. Hair, #2835
Independent Consultant
Bus. Phone 432-978-9564
George D. Klein
17424 W. Grand Pkwy.
Suite 127
Sugar Land, TX 77479-2564
Cell Phone 832-244-2394
William E. Knebusch
2207 Lipscomb
Amarillo, TX 79109
John J. (Jack) Kramberger, #3188
Independent Consultant
Bus./Fax Phone 281-367-5935

Brian F. Maxted
Bus. Phone 214-445-9600
Fax Phone 214-445-9704
Cell Phone 214-714-4499
Douglas C. Roper
280 Biel Place
Fort Garland, CO 81133
John D. Silvernail
Cell Phone 318-349-5779
Bonnie R. Weise
19240 Redland Rd.
Suite 200
San Antonio, TX 78259
Bus. Phone 210-402-0957
Cell Phone 210-218-9372


New Films Now Available from the
SIPES Foundation Film Library
The following new titles
from the 2009 SIPES Convention in Hilton Head
are now available for sale or rent in DVD format:


NEW!










Shale Gas: Opportunities and Challenges
for Independents
Robert Cluff — 30 Minutes
Geostatistics and Reserve Estimates
Dennis Gleason — 30 Minutes
Urban Drilling in the Barnett Shale
Andree Griffin — 30 Minutes
Chattanooga to Atlanta: The Significance
of Geology on the Atlanta Campaign During
the Civil War
Stephen Henderson — 45 Minutes
Wind Turbines on Our Land?
A West Texas Family's Experience
Russell Hensley — 30 Minutes
Challenges of Urban Seismic
Wayne Hoskins — 30 Minutes












Low-Cost Prospecting and Logistical Planning
with Remote Sensing Photogeology
David Koger — 30 Minutes
Produced Water Management and Unconventional
Natural Gas Development
Bruce Langhus — 30 Minutes
Haynesville Shale Reveals its Secrets
Phil Martin — 30 Minutes
Oil and Gas Supply and Demand
Richard Mason — 30 Minutes
Send in the Clowns...Wait, They're Already Here!
Dan Smith — 30 Minutes
The Maturing of the Barnett Shale
Jimmy Thomas — 30 Minutes
The Uncertainty of Carbon Dioxide - Climate
Driver or Climate Rider?
Rick Turner — 30 Minutes
Equity Funding, Oil & Gas Business Trends
Tony Weber — 30 Minutes
Delivering a Message to Garcia - Ethics at its Best
Jeffrey Wendt — 1 Hour

A complete list of titles in the Foundation’s Film Library is available on the SIPES Membership Directory CD and on the
SIPES website - http://www.sipes.org. All SIPES Foundation Video Library films are available for a two-week rental with a
$35 per film refundable deposit (or a credit card number) and a $10 per film postage and handling fee. Rentals and deposits
may be paid with a check or charged to VISA, MasterCard, American Express, or Discover credit cards. You may order by
telephone, fax or email through the SIPES office.

Rent 3 — Get 1 Free
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Colorado Springs, Colorado

2 0 1 0 C O N V E N T I O N A D V E R T I S I N G R AT E S
Business Card (2"h x 3.5"w) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $60
Quarter Page (5" h x 3.35" w). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $120
Half Page (5"h x 7" w) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $200
Full Page (10"h x 7.5"w) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $350
Inside Front Cover (Color) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500
Outside Back Cover (Color) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500
Inside Back Cover (Color). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500
Your ad will appear in the 2010 Convention registration book, the program book, and the 2010 Membership Directory CD

2 0 1 0 C O N V E N T I O N S P O N S O R S H I P R AT E S
Silver Sponsor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500
Gold Sponsor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,000
( Gold Sponsors receive one complimentary convention registration)

Platinum Sponsor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,000
( Platinum Sponsors receive one complimentary convention registration and a complimentary 1/2 page ad)

Sponsor company names and logos will be included on the main page of the SIPES website (www.sipes.org).
Names can be hyperlinked to company webpages or to an e-mail form. Company names and logos will be printed
in the convention registration and program books, and on a banner that will be displayed at all convention functions.
Sponsors may also choose to host or co-host a convention event.
Circulation: SIPES Members, Industry Customers, Individuals Responsible for Directing Purchases of Goods and Services
Deadline for Inclusion: January 8, 2010  Publication Dates: February & May 2010  Ad Format: Camera-ready or digital

O R D E R F O R M & PAY M E N T O P T I O N S - P l e a s e C i r c l e Yo u r S e l e c t i o n
Business Card

Quarter Page

Half Page

Full Page

Cover Page

Silver Sponsor

Gold Sponsor

Platinum Sponsor

Name:___________________________________________________ Contact: ______________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________ Telephone: ___________________________________________________
City: ___________________________ State: _______ Zip Code: ________________________ Fax: ____________________________________
Ad Size: ________________________ Amount Enclosed:_____________ E-Mail: ____________________________________________________
Payment Information: Please Circle Form of Payment
Payment Enclosed

Bill Me*

VISA

Make Checks Payable to: SIPES 2010 Convention
MasterCard

Discover

American Express

(*Payment must be received by January 8, 2010 for inclusion in publication)

C R E D I T C A R D I N F O R M AT I O N
Credit Card No.: _______________________________________________________ Expiration Date: ___________________________________
Name on Card: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Mail or Fax this order form with copy of ad/business card to: SIPES, 4925 Greenville Ave., Suite 1106, Dallas, Texas 75206
Phone: 214-363-1780
Fax: 214-363-8195 E-mail: sipes@sipes.org
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President .........................................William R. Finley ......................................................Lafayette
Vice-President..................................Marc D. Maddox ......................................................Midland
Vice-President of
National Energy ...........................Kenneth J. Huffman ...........................................New Orleans
Secretary.........................................J. Phil Martin, Jr. .......................................................Houston
Treasurer.........................................Bobby M. Greenwood..................................................Dallas

2009-10
SIPES
Of ficers

Donna F. Balin.................................Membership .......................................................San Antonio
J. R. Cleveland ................................Environmental/Quarterly ..............................................Dallas
Suzanne G. Cluff .............................2010 Annual Meeting.................................................Denver
Dennis M. Gleason..........................State Legislative Affairs...........................................Fort Worth
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Dir ectors

Owen R. Hopkins ............................Prof. Society Liaison/Chapter Participation..........Corpus Christi
Peter MacKenzie ..............................At-Large Membership ..........................................Worthington
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SIPES Vision Statement

To be the pre-eminent organization for furthering
the professional and business interests
of independent practitioners of the earth sciences.
In achieving this vision, emphasis will be placed on
(1) professional competence,
(2) professional business ethics, and
(3) presenting a favorable, credible
and effective image of the Society.
Adopted by the SIPES Board of Directors
September 21, 1996

